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Off-Duty Conduct
Disciplines
he highly publicized case of
Michael Vick brought up a controversial problem for union
stewards: off-duty misconduct. In case
you’ve been on another planet, Vick is
the pro football quarterback who was
arrested and pleaded guilty to a felony
count arising from brutal, illegal dog
fights at his estate in southern Virginia.
While Vick was awaiting sentencing,
a question came up in one of my classes:
can his boss (the Atlanta Falcons) fire
him because of the crime? If so, then
what about the case of a worker who
demanded that the company discipline a
co-worker, with whom she had been riding to work for years, for sexual harassment after an incident that allegedly happened on the way to the job? Or how
about another situation, involving a longtime firefighter in Ohio, who was suspended after being charged with the rape
of a teenage girl he was babysitting?
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Many Examples, a Commom
Thread
Books about how to handle grievances
are filled with examples of disputes that
occur away from the workplace: a boss
and a worker who may have had too
much to drink at a local watering hole, for
example, get into a dispute. The boss
demands that the worker be fired “in the
interest of workplace safety.”
These cases, and many others like
them, have a common thread: an incident
took place — or may have taken place —
away from the workplace. But, even
though nothing happened directly in the
workplace, the boss is punishing the
employee.
In the past, this kind of thing didn’t
seem to be an issue: if a worker could get
to work and carry out normal work functions, any situations away from the job
were considered wholly separate and

unrelated to the job. As employers’ sense
of control increased, so did the frequency
of off-duty misconduct issues, increasing
the demands on a steward to represent a
worker in a proceeding that began far
from the job.
Basic Steps
So, what should a steward do in such situations?
First, try to figure out what really
happened. You’ll find that if determining
the facts of a situation at work is often difficult, then figuring out the details of an
off-duty episode is even more so. A steward may have to leave work to try to interview witnesses, if any can be found, or
may need to access public records — like
police reports — to gather information.
Unfortunately, laws that could require witnesses to testify don’t apply to grievance
procedures, so a steward has to be especially resourceful.
A steward should also follow the first
rule of effective grievance: make the
employer present the case. See what witnesses the boss can produce or what documentation may be available. Be sure you
don’t simply accept the boss’s version of
“the facts,” frequently based on hearsay
or prejudice.
Is It Really Relevant?
The steward should raise the issue, as a
kind of “threshold,” of how the episode
is related to the workplace. Even if something did happen, make the boss prove
that it has relevance to the workplace.
Another question you want to
answer is whether the incident might
force the member to miss work, possibly
due to jail time. If so, the nature of the
grievance might change because the boss
may simply try to discipline or terminate
the worker for “excessive absenteeism.”
You have to see if the off-duty misconduct might affect the member’s ability

to continue doing the job. For example, if
a truck driver convicted of driving under
the influence loses his or her drivers
license, is there other work that can be
done until the license is restored? If the
license suspension is short-term, could
the steward try to limit the discipline to a
suspension of the same duration, rather
than a discharge?
Check Past Practices
Look at past practices. How have other
cases of off-duty misconduct been handled? Some employers have a practice of
“forgiving” workers for off-duty misconduct, even allowing members to come
back in on a work release program.
Important: Look for episodes in which a
member of management was involved in
a situation and got a break. Demand that
a union member receive the same consideration.
As a final step in your investigation,
ask the question: does the punishment fit
the crime? Even if you uncover evidence
of some off-duty misconduct, does the
misconduct affect anything, or anyone, in
the workplace? This can be an area of
great latitude and judgment, based on
your industry. In occupations where
workers have to deal directly with the
public — school teachers, police officers,
sales reps or, yes, professional athletes —
employers may try to set a standard different from the one covering a manufacturing worker or a white collar worker
buried in a cubicle in a bureaucracy.
Finally, the steward should look at the
usual factors, including the worker’s
length of service and past work history.
Ultimately, the “just cause” section
of most union contracts offers protection
for the worker, as it does for all workers.
It is important for a steward to stress this
point to other union members who may
be inclined — depending on the nature
of the off-duty episode and who is
involved — to let the boss get rid of a coworker without making a convincing case.
When you enforce the contract for one
member you are enforcing the contract
for all members!
— Bill Barry. The writer is director of labor studies at the
Community College of Baltimore County.
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Professionals
and Unionism
orkers who are traditionally
considered “professionals” —
nurses, doctors, social workers, scientists and more — are voting for
union representation these days as never
before. It’s good news for them, for their
professions, and for the labor movement
itself. And, of course, it’s a special kind of
challenge for those who become their
union stewards.
No matter whether you’re in a workplace that requires union membership as a
condition of employment or one where
membership is wholly up to the worker, it
helps to be
sure professionals understand
that they have
something to
gain from an
organization
some may consider more natural and appropriate for coal
miners and
auto workers.
First, a
couple of pointers. When talking to your
co-workers, don’t be defensive or argumentative. No one likes to be told they’re
wrong. While you should make it clear
that there’s always room for opposing
viewpoints, you can also suggest that the
reticent worker just may not have all the
information. Meet in a comfortable place
and bring documents, Internet addresses
and professional newsletters that discuss
important issues you face at work.
And be prepared with some of these
quick but considerate responses to traditional objections to becoming unionists.
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“Professionals join associations,
not unions.” Sometimes it really
is just semantics. If the professional you’re talking to insists on conjuring up
Hollywood cliches of strikes, violence and

1

The Mob when you say the word union,
you need to get back to the basics.
Explain that unions are nothing more
than a collective of workers with the same
interests, much like the professional associations many of your co-workers may
belong to, but with the added strength of
having the legal right to negotiate as
equals with your employer about things
that concern them at work.
“I’m too professional to be in a
union.” Unions are for every
worker who has had his or her discretion taken away, has received raises —
or not — based on arbitrary evaluations, or
whose opinions no longer matter to the
people in charge. Today’s unions are
changing to accommodate the needs of a
vital new segment of the workforce, one
based in service, in the Internet, and in
the intellectual centers of our country.
Graduate students, Microsoft employees
and doctors are organizing because they
see that unions are the only way to have a
real say in their workplaces and in their
professions.
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“Unions are self-serving
bureaucracies.” Professionals
are not the only ones to believe
this, but those covered by your union contract have an opportunity to see a different side of this old story. You can show
professionals that the union reflects the
interests of its members who are their
very co-workers — people who want to
produce a good product and provide quality service. They want an organization
that reflects those principles. Are the professional’s co-workers self-serving bureaucrats? Doubters and cynics will begin to
soften when they see that the union is a
group of people just like they are, not
some distant office full of tough-talking
mobsters in pinstriped suits or crazed
fanatics throwing firebombs.

“Union contracts protect lazy
workers.” If you’ve been a steward long enough, you’ve probably
helped save the job of a worker who, deep
in your heart, you believed to be unworthy of a defense. Now it’s coming back to
haunt you. The best way to counter the
charge that the union is just in business to
protect sluggards and goof-offs is to be
specific. Let the concerned professional
know about the good people you’ve
helped. Then ask the doubter if he has a
specific case you can speak to. Explain
that a union contract might succeed in
delaying a “lazy” worker’s discharge, but
it won’t prevent it, ultimately. If it’s seniority that the worker disagrees with, talk
about how seniority rewards experienced
workers, who stay on the job and contribute to the collective knowledge.
Veteran employees, their understanding of
how things work, their “institutional
memory,” can be a valuable resource for
co-workers and employers alike.
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“I got here on my own and
I’ll stay here on my own.”
Many professionals went through
years of special training and education to
get the position they have now. These
“rugged individualists” believe they will
always be judged by their hard work and
expertise: they’re too smart and important
to be downsized, or to be sacrificed in a
corporate merger or public sector restructuring, or a technological shift that makes
their skills outdated or unneeded. Just
telling them change is coming won’t convince them; they believe they’re shielded
from it. Consider appealing to their intellectual side — show them business
reports about changes in their industry or
recent policy changes that affect their
ability to do their job. Ask them if anyone
ever asked their opinion about these
changes, and why not. Remind them that
the union can be a vehicle for them to
have a say in their workplace — about
professionalism, about good service, about
quality work.
If they don’t become solid union
members right away, don’t lose hope.
Come back to them again later.
— Suzan Erem. The writer is a freelance writer and media
specialist living in State College, Pa.
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Getting Your Point Across
evidence in a way that will make more
orkplace issues are not always
sense to your co-workers than your
simple. That’s why stewards
employer’s story does. For example, if the
were invented. As a steward,
boss cites instances of workers abusing
you’re sometimes faced with the unenvitheir phone privileges to conduct private
able task of explaining to your co-workers
businesses or arrange their social lives, you
a union position your employer rejects
may be able to portray these as isolated
and even many workers may question.
instances and cite counter evidence of
It’s a delicate task, one which could get
overall increasing productivity in your unit.
you in hot water with your co-workers,
Your story should have emotional and
your union and your boss — all at the
imaginative appeal: it should touch on
same time.
important values shared by your co-workA typical situation might involve a
ers and fit in with their view of the world.
longstanding privilege. Let’s use, as an
While some workers may respect the
example, taking personal
boss’ concerns, or fear
calls during work, a prachis
displeasure, almost
tice the boss wants to
Convince listeners
everyone
should be able
modify because some
that they stand to
to
identify
with co-workworkers have been abusgain by adopting
ers who need to keep in
ing the privilege. Let’s
your position.
touch with their children
say he wants to limit peror make other important
sonal calls to break
calls during work. Make your argument
times, and may be threatening to elimipersonal, but don’t become overly melonate the privilege altogether if workers
dramatic — your colleagues may feel as if
don’t agree to his proposed change. The
you’re trying to manipulate them.
union may want to insist on maintaining
Second, appeal to your co-workers’
the existing privilege, while agreeing that
better judgment. A convincing analysis
abuses should be curbed. It could see the
will explain why your story is better than
issue as a matter of principle as well as
your employer’s. Your analysis should disconcern for workers who need, for examcuss
facts and arguments that seem to go
ple, to keep in touch with home-alone
against your position, but which you can
children.
refute or belittle — why, for example, the
boss’ concern about a few unnecessary
Steward In The Middle
phone calls is not as serious as co-workers’
The problem is that while many workers
concerns about the harm that could result
may take the union’s position, many may
if they were not able to make or receive
want to go along with the boss — some
important calls during work.
out of sympathy with his concerns, others
If your employer has valid concerns,
out of fear for his ultimatum. This puts
such as the abuse of phone privileges by
you squarely in the middle.
some workers, acknowledge those conThe solution? You don’t have to concerns — but explain why they should not
vince the members that your position is
be
the deciding factor. Openly appeal to
right, but rather that they’ll be right if
the intelligence of your co-workers by
they adopt your position. To pull this off,
explaining how your position is the best
you need three main elements to sway
position — such as how you propose to
your co-workers: an appealing story, a concurb telephone abuses while maintaining
vincing analysis and a winning conclusion.
current telephone privileges — rather
First, tell a better story than your
than try to pretend that your position is
employer tells. An appealing story must
perfect and that you have all the answers.
deal with the facts of the situation: it
Third, present a winning conclusion.
should present all the relevant events and

W

You should explain how and why your
position is more likely than your employer’s position to help your co-workers and
benefit all parties. For example, explain
how winning the dispute over maintaining
current privileges will help to strengthen
the union’s position generally, and will
sustain morale in the best interests of
both workers and the boss.
Don’t Force Your Conclusion
Don’t try to force your conclusion on your
audience. Instead, appeal to their selfinterest and their social interests, and ask
for their help.
If your presentation includes these
three elements — a story which appeals
to your colleagues’ sense of how the world
works, an analysis that appeals to their
intelligence and a conclusion that appeals
to their interests — you will be taking big
strides toward getting your point across
and achieving your goal.
— Burt Weltman. The author is a professor of social studies
education at William Paterson University, Wayne, New Jersey,
and a lawyer.
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Is It a Grievance?
has always given a little slack to workers
ne of the most common problems
who arrive late during bad weather. All of
faced by stewards is also one of
a sudden he starts docking people who
the most basic: deciding whether
arrive even five minutes late when a bliza complaint is a legitimate grievance.
zard is roaring outside. In such a case,
A boring or limited food selection in
you’ve got a pretty good past practice
the employer’s cafeteria probably couldn’t
grievance on your hands.
be considered grounds for a grievance.
If you’re going to cite past practice
Nor could a co-worker’s insistence on
as the reason for your grievance, be sure
showing you — over, and over, and over
the practice has existed for a substantial
again — the pictures of his new grandson.
period of time. Using the example above,
But how about the price of food in
be able to document how long the liberal
an employer’s cafeteria when there’s no
arrival time response during inclement
other eating establishment for miles
weather has been the unspoken rule.
around? And what if the proud new
grandfather is your supervisor, and he’s
Does It Violate Employer Rules?
insisting you look at photos while you’re
Has there been a violation of your
supposed to be working, and it’s cutting
employer’s own rules and regulations?
into your earnings?
Uneven enforcement of the rules can
Determining what’s a grievance, and
provide the grounds for a grievance. For
what isn’t, can be tricky. And it’s imporexample, a worker caught smoking in a
tant. A steward who pursues nongrievnonsmoking area can’t be
ances quickly loses his or
her credibility — with coEven if it can’t be fired if other people rouworkers, with the union
grieved under the tinely do the same thing
leadership and with the
contract, it doesn’t and are not disciplined. If
supervisors escape
employer. On the other
mean you can’t
employer discipline when
hand, a steward who turns
improve things.
they take extra-long
away workers’ complaints
breaks, even though the
out of the belief that they
employee handbook says you will get in
aren’t legitimate grievances, when in fact
trouble by doing so, then workers should
they are, will quickly find him or herself
get the same latitude.
on the sidelines.
How do you determine if there are
Does It Violate the Law?
legitimate grounds for a grievance? There
Your employer can’t violate the law. Even
are five basic ways.
if your contract is silent on a specific
issue, you still have the right to grieve if
Does It Violate the Contract?
the employer does something illegal.
Look at the union contract (or memoranLet’s say your contract doesn’t speak
dum of understanding or whatever it’s
to health and safety issues, but your boss
called in your workplace). While the
orders you to do something that’s clearly
meaning of a specific piece of contract
dangerous. You don’t have to cite contract
language can be debated, you’re usually
language as the basis for your grievance;
in a good position to argue that a certain
you can point instead to state, or provinsection or clause has been violated.
cial, or federal occupational safety and
health legislation.
Does It Violate Past Practice?
Is what’s going on a violation of past pracDoes It Violate Basic Rights?
tice? Even if something isn’t spelled out
Finally, you can have legitimate grounds
in the contract, if it’s been done that way
for a grievance if a worker’s basic rights
for years, a change or crackdown may as
are violated. If there’s been discriminawell be a violation. Let’s say an employer

O

tion, you may have something to grieve.
Discrimination occurs when two
people are treated differently under the
same conditions, in a way in which one of
them is harmed or treated unequally.
While the most common types of discrimination tend to be based on race or
sex, there are other ways as well, including age, physical appearance, personality
— and union activity, for that matter.
Be aware that discrimination charges
can be awfully hard to prove. If you can
base your case on contract language you’ll
find your case a lot easier to pursue.
Winning the “Illegitimate”
Grievance
Now that we’ve established the grounds
for a formal grievance, lets take things
one step further. Say you’ve gone through
these guidelines and determined that you
don’t have grounds to file a grievance.
Does that mean you can’t do anything?
Not necessarily. There are few grievances
— “legitimate” or “illegitimate” — that
can’t be won, one way or the other. You
just have to use a little imagination.
Consider the problem we mentioned
earlier: a boring or limited food selection
in your employer’s cafeteria. While it may
not be a grievance in the contract sense
of the word, that doesn’t mean you and
your co-workers have to live with it.
Instead of filing a grievance, you can win
change by getting everyone involved in a
little education project.
One way to convince management
that change is needed would be to simply
stop buying your food there. Arrange for
everyone to bring their own lunch one
day, and have the union award a prize for
the most creative sandwich. The next day
you could order out for pizza; on the third
day you could have the union cart in a
huge pot of chili. Cafeteria sales would
be in the tank. Management would
notice, and pretty likely be interested in
getting things back on track.
There are few workplace situations
that can’t be improved by people working
together in common cause — “legitimate” grievance or not.
— David Prosten. The writer is editor of Steward Update.
With thanks to James Wallihan of Indiana University and the
Labor Education Service of the University of Minnesota.
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